Background: Among women who practice breast selfexamination (BSE), breast cancers may be detected when they are at an earlier stage and are smaller than in women who do not practice BSE. However, the efficacy of breast self-examination for decreasing breast cancer mortality is unproven. This study was conducted to determine whether an intensive program of BSE instruction will reduce the number of women dying of breast cancer. Methods: From October 1989 through October 1991, 266 064 women associated with 519 factories in Shanghai were randomly assigned to a BSE instruction group (132 979 women) or a control group (133 085 women). Initial instruction in BSE was followed by reinforcement sessions 1 and 3 years later, by BSE practice under medical supervision at least every 6 months for 5 years, and by ongoing reminders to practice BSE monthly. The women were followed through December 2000 for mortality from breast cancer. Cumulative risk ratios of dying from breast cancer were estimated using Cox proportional hazards models. All statistical tests were two-sided. Results: There were 135 (0.10%) breast cancer deaths in the instruction group and 131 (0.10%) in the control group. The cumulative breast cancer mortality rates through 10 to 11 years of follow-up were similar (cumulative risk ratio for women in the instruction group relative to that in the control group = 1.04, 95% confidence interval = 0.82 to 1.33; P = .72). However, more benign breast lesions were diagnosed in the instruction group than in the control group. Conclusions: Intensive instruction in BSE did not reduce mortality from breast cancer. Programs to encourage BSE in the absence of mammography would be unlikely to reduce mortality from breast cancer. Women who choose to practice BSE should be informed that its efficacy is unproven and that it may increase their chances of having a benign breast biopsy. [J Natl Cancer Inst 2002;94:1445-57]
Whether practicing breast self-examination (BSE) ultimately reduces the number of women who die from breast cancer is unclear. Breast cancers detected while practicing breast selfexamination tend to be diagnosed at an earlier stage (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) and to be smaller (2, 5, 6, 9, 10) than cancers diagnosed in the absence of any screening. Women who report practicing BSE tend to have their tumors diagnosed at an earlier stage than women who do not report practicing BSE (8, (10) (11) (12) . Tumor size has been inversely associated with the frequency of practicing BSE (10, 11, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , and women who regularly and competently practice BSE are more likely to find their tumor themselves than women who practice BSE less diligently (3, 15, 18) . Improved survival has also been associated with BSE practice in some studies (16, 19, 20) but not in others (8, 21, 22) . One study (10) showed better survival in women who detected their tumor while practicing BSE than in unscreened women who did not detect their tumors while practicing BSE, but two others (7, 9) did not.
Although no apparent breast cancer mortality benefit of BSE was observed in one prospective study (23) , no information was available on the frequency or competency of BSE. Two prospective studies showed reduced breast cancer mortality in women who received detailed BSE instruction (12, 24) . However, one study (12) also showed a reduced risk of all-cause mortality, suggesting uncontrolled confounding, and results from the other study (24) may have been influenced by differences in treatment received by women in the BSE and comparison groups.
In two case-control studies (25, 26) , increasing trends in the risk of late stage or fatal breast cancer with frequency of BSE practice were observed, possibly because women in the case group reported self-examinations in response to symptoms of their disease. However, a small decrease in the risk of advanced or fatal breast cancer in women who practiced BSE with high proficiency was observed in one of these investigations (26) . In two additional case-control studies nested within nonrandomized (20) and randomized (27) trials in which BSE practice was ascertained before any of the women developed breast cancer, one study showed a reduced risk of dying from breast cancer associated with attendance at BSE classes (20) , and the other showed decreased trends in risk of advanced or fatal breast cancer in relation to the frequency and level of proficiency of BSE (27) .
It has recently been suggested that BSE has been shown not to be efficacious (28) . Although this conclusion seems unwarranted, the efficacy of BSE in reducing deaths from breast cancer is uncertain. The current position of the U.S. Preventive Health Services Task Force is that there is insufficient evidence to recommend for or against the teaching of BSE (29) . The need for randomized trials of BSE was recognized in 1983 by a World Health Organization consultation (30) , and in 1989 at a workshop of the International Union Against Cancer (31) . The first randomized trial of BSE was initiated in 1985 in Leningrad (now St. Petersburg) and Moscow. Results have been published only from the St. Petersburg portion of the trial (32) (33) (34) . After approximately 10 years of follow-up, nearly equal numbers of women in the BSE instruction and control groups had died from breast cancer, and the breast cancers were not diagnosed at a smaller size or at a less advanced stage in the women in the BSE instruction group. Possible reasons for these findings include the relatively low level of compliance with the BSE instructions and absence of a beneficial effect of BSE in women whose breasts were also examined clinically.
In this article, we report the final results from the only randomized trial of BSE, to our knowledge, that provides additional information on the efficacy of BSE instruction in reducing mortality from breast cancer. It was conducted in women currently or previously employed in the Shanghai textile industry.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Prior Report
A detailed description of the methods used in this study was published with the preliminary results in 1997 (35) . The number of study subjects included in the analyses presented in this report differs from those in the first publication as a result of subsequent data cleanup, that is, the removal of duplicate records and ineligible study subjects. In addition, we removed data for women from one factory of unknown size that was erroneously included in the initial report as a control factory but had actually been excluded from the study before randomization. No baseline or subsequent trial activities were conducted in that factory.
Study Setting
This trial was conducted on women employed by the Shanghai Textile Industry Bureau (STIB), which included more than 520 factories when the study began in 1988. From the time the socialist system in China was established after 1949 until economic reforms began in about 1994, women entering the work force were assigned to a factory where they typically remained until they retired. They lived in modest housing units close to their place of employment and were provided shower facilities in their factory. They also received their primary medical care in clinics located in their factory. On retirement, women continued to receive their primary medical care and housing, as well as their pensions, through their factory, and Retired Workers Committees in each factory maintained regular contact with the retired women and maintained records of their vital status. Women requiring medical care beyond that obtained from the primary care facility were referred either to one of three hospitals operated by the STIB or to other hospitals having health care contracts with individual factories. No mammographic screening was available for women in the STIB. Periodic clinical breast examination had been performed by factory medical workers in some of the factories before the initiation of the trial. Although the medical workers were asked to substitute trial activities for these examinations, it is possible that medical workers in a small number of factories continued these examinations.
Participant Consent and Study Approval
Informed consent was obtained from all study participants. 
Recruitment and Baseline Data Collection
A team of 34 specially trained former factory medical workers, hereafter referred to as BSE workers, and approximately 5000 factory medical workers conducted the field operations. All field procedures were developed jointly by American and Chinese scientists. Study instruments and protocols were developed in English, translated into Chinese by native Shanghainesespeaking persons, pilot tested in one to seven pilot study factories, and modified as necessary before use in the trial.
After excluding the pilot study factories, the remaining 519 factories were stratified by total numbers of workers (five strata) and hospital affiliation (one stratum for each of the three STIB hospitals and one for all others). Factories in each stratum were randomly allocated to the BSE instruction or control group. All eligible women in each factory were assigned to the study arm of their factory. There were 260 factories in the instruction group and 259 in the control group.
All women born between 1925 and 1958 who were permanent residents of Shanghai and either current or retired employees of the STIB were eligible for the trial. In 1988, all eligible women were identified from factory records, and their identifying data were recorded in a notebook for each factory and entered into a computer database. Between October 1989 and October 1991, the medical workers in each factory attempted to administer a four-page optically scannable questionnaire to all eligible women in their factory. Additional eligible women not included in the database were added to the study at that time and also interviewed by the medical workers. Information was collected on the major recognized and suspected risk factors for breast cancer, use of tobacco and alcohol, contraceptive practices, prior breast cancer, previous clinical breast examinations, and previous breast self-examinations.
Nearly 290 000 women were originally identified for the trial, of whom 17 005 were subsequently considered ineligible because of changes in their status before the baseline questionnaire was administered in their factory (Table 1) : 3349 had transferred out of the STIB, 3799 had moved out of Shanghai, 8293 could not be located and had presumably terminated their association with the STIB, and 1467 had died. An additional 97 women were subsequently found to be ineligible because of their date of birth. Originally identified  146 437  142 955  289 392  Not eligible  9099  7906  17 005  Total eligible  137 338  135 049  272 387  No baseline questionnaire  3656  1331  4987  Total with questionnaire  133 682  133 718  267 400  Prior breast cancer  703  633  1336  Total in analyses  132 979  133 085  266 064 The numbers of women excluded for each reason were similar in the two arms of the study (data not shown). Of the 272 387 eligible women, 4987 (1.8%) were excluded from the analyses because they did not complete a baseline questionnaire. They also did not participate in any subsequent trial activities. More women in the instruction group (2.6%) than in the control group (1.0%) did not complete a baseline questionnaire for each reason recorded: 1485 in the instruction group and 227 in the control group refused, 492 and 289 were judged by the medical worker to be mentally unable to participate, 1150 and 380 were judged to be physically unable, and 529 and 435 had transferred to another STIB factory before the questionnaire was administered in the woman's original factory. Of the 1485 women in the instruction group who refused, 1177 were from a single factory and, with the exception of this factory, the numbers of women who refused were similar in the two groups (308 and 227 in the instruction and control groups, respectively). An additional 703 women in the instruction group and 633 women in the control group who gave a history of breast cancer on the baseline questionnaire were excluded from the analyses, leaving approximately 133 000 women in each arm of the trial included in the analyses.
BSE Instruction, Reinforcement, and Compliance Monitoring
At the time the baseline questionnaire was administered to women in the instruction group factories, BSE instruction was given by the BSE workers to groups of about 10 women. The BSE workers used a variety of visual aids and provided information on normal breast anatomy, breast cancer, and correct BSE technique. A three-step BSE technique was taught that included inspection in front of a mirror for evidence of asymmetry and dimpling and palpation in both standing and lying positions with the ipsilateral arm above the head. Palpation instruction emphasized using a circular motion with the pads of three middle fingers while pressing firmly, systematic coverage of the entire breast using a circular search pattern, palpation of the axilla, and squeezing the nipple to detect any discharge. The sessions also included a group discussion of perceived barriers to regular BSE practice and ended with individual instruction and practice by each woman on silicone breast models and then on themselves. These baseline activities began in October 1989 and were completed by October 1991. The baseline activities took no more than 6 months to complete in any single factory and were not conducted in all factories at the same time. Subsequent reinforcement sessions, at about 1 and 3 years after initial BSE instruction, were conducted in 1990 through 1992 and 1993 through 1995, respectively.
One year after the initial BSE instruction, the women in each BSE factory were brought together in groups of 10 to view a video developed by the study team titled "Protect Your Own Health with Your Own Hands," which emphasized the importance of BSE and reviewed proper BSE technique. After seeing the video, the women discussed the importance of BSE, using a reminder poster with the same name as the video as a point of focus. The reinforcement session concluded with each woman practicing BSE under the supervision of a BSE worker.
A second wave of reinforcement sessions began approximately 2 years after the first wave began. A video titled "BSE Right or Wrong" was shown to groups of about 10 women at a time. The video illustrated correct and incorrect BSE techniques.
BSE workers showed a segment that included an incorrect BSE technique, stopped the tape, asked the women to identify the error, and conducted a discussion of the correct technique. This process was repeated until all incorrect procedures on the tape were seen and discussed. After viewing the video, the women again practiced BSE under the supervision of a BSE worker. Attendance at both reinforcement sessions was recorded on optically scannable forms.
During the first year following initial BSE instruction-at 1, 3, 6, and 9 months after the initial BSE instruction-the factory medical workers also scheduled current workers to come to the factory medical clinic to practice BSE under supervision. Retired workers were similarly scheduled for supervised BSE practice at 1 and 6 months after their initial BSE instruction. Beginning at month 12, supervised BSE practice was then scheduled every 6 months during years 2 through 5 after initial instruction. Attendance was recorded on optically scannable forms. The medical workers were instructed to observe the women practice BSE and to correct their technique, if necessary, but not to examine the women's breasts unless the women themselves reported a suspicious finding.
As detailed in our preliminary report (35) , the medical workers in each factory were also encouraged to develop additional methods to remind women to practice BSE. These methods varied among the factories and included posters, reminders hung in shower rooms, personal contact in clinics and workshops, factory broadcasts, letters, home visits, and reminders at meetings held for other purposes or when retired workers visited their factory to receive their pension payments.
Women from factories in the control group received no information on breast cancer screening. However, concurrently with the second round of reinforcement sessions held in the BSE instruction factories, education sessions on prevention of low back pain were conducted in the control factories. These sessions included a video and discussion session. The purposes of this activity were to meet requests from control factory personnel for health information, thereby maintaining their interest and cooperation, and to provide a mechanism for conducting followup of women in the control group in a manner comparable to that in the instruction group.
Assessing BSE Proficiency
Random samples of 10 instruction and 10 control group factories, stratified on the number of women per factory, were selected before, immediately after, and 1 year after each of the two reinforcement sessions, with the exception that only five factories in each group were selected right after the first video. Twenty-five current and 25 retired workers (or all eligible women if fewer than 25 were associated with the factory) were randomly selected in each sampled factory. This resulted in the selection of 2404 women in the instruction group and 2463 women in the control group. If a selected woman could not be found or was not willing to participate, a replacement was recruited from lists of 20 additional women selected at random in each factory; 2374 women in the instruction group and 2426 in the control group were ultimately tested. All selected women were given 4 minutes to palpate three silicone breast models randomly chosen from a set of six models. The models, which contained varying numbers of lumps of varying sizes and consistencies at different locations and depths, were developed specifically for evaluation purposes (36) . Women in the instruction group were also asked about their practice of BSE and were asked to demonstrate their technique to a BSE worker who recorded the completeness of coverage and the inclusion of various components of correct BSE technique on a standardized form.
Follow-up of the Cohort
The BSE workers visited each factory every 1-2 months to inquire at the factory medical clinic, payroll office, and retirement committee office about deaths. Also, the medical workers in each factory were asked to report on standardized forms all retirements and transfers to other factories within the STIB or to jobs elsewhere. In addition, a tumor and death registry for the STIB received individual reports of deaths from the medical workers in each factory and annual summaries from each factory of all deaths during the preceding year. Attendance at the two BSE reinforcement sessions and the back pain prevention session provided additional opportunities to monitor continuation in the study. Data from all of these sources were used to update the trial database. Periodically during the trial, lists of women were generated for each factory with each woman's last known residential address, employment status, and vital status. The BSE workers checked these lists against factory records and, in some instances, other government sources. When necessary, home visits were also made to confirm and update the information on the study subjects. After 1995, when all BSE promotion activities ceased, follow-up activities were conducted in an identical manner in all factories.
Case Finding and Diagnostic Confirmation
All women who reported a suspicious breast lump through July 31, 2000, were initially evaluated by a factory medical worker. If the medical worker confirmed the presence of signs or symptoms compatible with breast cancer, the woman was referred to a surgeon for further evaluation. Medical workers were encouraged to refer women to one of three hospitals operated by the STIB where special breast clinics had been established for the trial, but women in some factories were referred to other hospitals with which the factories had contractual agreements for care of their workers. Further evaluation of the referred women by a surgeon, the decision to biopsy, the diagnosis by a pathologist, and all treatment of women found to have breast cancer were done without involvement of study personnel. The arm of the study to which a woman was assigned was not disclosed to the medical personnel at the referral hospitals, although in some instances they may have known this from their general knowledge of the trial or learned it from the referred woman.
Factory medical workers recorded the identity of each woman who had a breast biopsy or more extensive surgery, how the lump was detected, and the time intervals between initial lump discovery and first medical consultation (defined as patient delay) and between initial consultation and diagnosis (defined as system delay). This information was abstracted onto standardized forms by the BSE workers and constituted the primary means of active case finding. This method of case finding was supplemented by periodic visits by the BSE workers to the three STIB hospitals and, less frequently, to other hospitals to which women with suspected breast cancer were referred.
The STIB tumor and death registry received annual summaries from each factory of all deaths and of all cancers that developed in current and retired workers during the preceding year.
These reports were reviewed manually by registry workers to supplement the active case finding procedures. The records of the Shanghai Cancer Registry (37) were similarly reviewed manually each year by these registry workers.
To assess completeness of case finding, data on women in the original census of those in the STIB who were not known to have breast cancer were matched by computer to the data from 1989 through 1998 of the Shanghai Cancer Registry (37) . This matching identified 28 previously unidentified women with breast cancer, 17 (nine in the instruction group and eight in the control group) of whom had completed a baseline questionnaire and are included in the total case count. Twenty-three of the 28 women with breast cancer were detected among the approximately 25 000 women who had severed ties with the STIB. By applying the rates of detection for the years 1989 through 1998 separately to women still associated and not associated with the STIB in 1999 and 2000, we estimate that about 15 additional women with breast cancer in the Shanghai area were missed by the case-finding process. The estimated number of missed breast cancers was similar in the instruction and control groups. The small but unknown number of additional breast cancers that were missed among the women who moved away from Shanghai is taken into account in the calculation of mortality rates by censoring.
The numbers of breast cancers diagnosed from 1989 through 1998 in the study in each relevant 5-year age group were compared with the expected numbers, calculated by applying the age-specific rates for those same years and age groups from the Shanghai Cancer Registry to the appropriate groups of women in the cohort. The resultant age-adjusted standardized incidence ratio (SIR) was 1.12 (95% confidence interval [CI] ‫ס‬ 1.06 to 1.19) , suggesting that our case finding was at least as complete as the Shanghai Cancer Registry.
The medical records of all women found to have a histologically confirmed benign or malignant breast lesion were reviewed by specially trained study personnel. The histologic diagnosis of all lesions was recorded and, for malignant cases, sufficient information was collected on tumor size, spread to regional lymph nodes, and distant metastases for classification according to the tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) scheme (38) . Carcinomas in situ (Tis) were included as breast cancers in the study analyses. Tumor size as recorded on pathology reports was used. Lymph node status was defined as follows: N0, at least one axillary lymph node was histologically examined and none had evidence of tumor involvement or, in the absence of histologic information, no clinically palpable lymph nodes were detected and the primary tumor was judged to be limited to the breast; N1, histologic evidence of tumor involvement in the axillary lymph nodes and the nodes clinically movable or, in the absence of histologic evidence of tumor involvement in the axillary lymph nodes, clinically palpable, but movable axillary lymph nodes; N2, palpable axillary lymph nodes fixed to each other or to surrounding structures on palpation; and N3, histologic evidence of spread to internal mammary lymph nodes. Information on first course of treatment was also ascertained for all women with breast cancer.
Histologic slides of sections from all lesions were collected from pathology laboratories, reviewed for quality by a local pathologist, and sent to Seattle, WA, for storage. A reference pathologist reviewed slides of sections from 1044 tumors diagnosed as breast cancer in Shanghai; only 10 were not confirmed as breast cancer. Because absence of diagnostic confirmation may have been the result of insufficient sampling of the tissue for review, all tumors diagnosed as breast cancer by a pathologist in Shanghai were included in the study analyses.
Slides of sections from 1071 lesions diagnosed as benign breast disease in Shanghai were also reviewed. The reference pathologist who reviewed the slides diagnosed carcinoma in 17 lesions: six of 25 lesions originally diagnosed as atypical hyperplasia, eight of 601 lesions of proliferative disease without atypia, and three of 445 other benign breast conditions. Of these 17 additional lesions [three invasive ductal carcinomas, four invasive ductal carcinomas with a predominant intraductal component (39) , and 10 ductal carcinomas in situ], three occurred in women with a previously diagnosed breast cancer. The other 14 women were included as additional women with breast cancer in the study analyses. By applying the above proportions of initially diagnosed benign lesions found on review to be breast cancer to the 3230 benign breast disease lesions with relevant histologic diagnoses in Shanghai that were not reviewed, we estimate that 11 invasive and 18 in situ carcinomas in the instruction group and nine invasive and 10 in situ carcinomas in the control group may have been missed.
Deaths From Breast Cancer
Because the primary end point for this trial is death from breast cancer, multiple methods were used to ensure that a high proportion of all such deaths were identified. The vital status of all women with a benign or malignant breast lesion was ascertained by matching the pathology data to the vital status data for the cohort. All women with breast cancer or benign breast disease who were not known to be dead were actively followed up, with home visits if necessary, through 2000. In addition, reports of all deaths from breast cancer were obtained from the STIB tumor and death registry and records of ongoing nested casecontrol studies that used the trial cohort were reviewed to identify deceased nonparticipants.
For each death identified by any of these means, a Chinese physician reviewed the relevant clinical and hospital records and interviewed family members of the deceased women, when necessary, to ascertain the cause of death. A death from breast cancer was defined as a death that would not have occurred when it did if the women had not had breast cancer. The physician was asked to make a judgment as to whether the woman's death was "very likely," "probably," "probably not," or "very likely not" because of breast cancer. The decision was recorded on a form along with a statement summarizing the evidence used in making the decision. This information was sent to Seattle, WA, translated into English by a second Chinese physician (W. Li), and reviewed jointly by her and the principal investigator (D. B. Thomas) to reach a consensus. Additional information was sought from the physician in Shanghai if needed, but this was rarely necessary.
Effects of Economic Reform
In 1994, China began a shift from a planned to a market economy that resulted in factory closures, layoffs of redundant workers, early retirements, and individuals leaving STIB to work in the private sector. Some factories in central Shanghai were moved to surrounding areas, and others were merged. To minimize the level of contamination when factories in different arms of the study merged, the factorywide activities of the larger
Mergers of factories and transfers of individual women to different factories resulted in 5725 (4.3%) of the women in the instruction group being transferred to a control factory and 4783 (3.6%) of those in the control group being transferred to an instruction group factory within 5 years of entering the study. After 5 years, all instruction and active reinforcement activities ceased, so these percentages represent, respectively, the proportion of women in the instruction group who were not subjected to the full range of BSE activities and the proportion of women in the control group who may have received some information about BSE. After their fifth year, an additional 3156 (2.4%) women in the instruction group and 1544 (1.2%) women in the control group transferred to a factory in the opposite study arm; 2090 of the women in the instruction group worked in a single factory that merged with a control factory 8 years after the baseline activities were completed.
Blind Judgments
All judgments regarding the diagnosis and coding of breast lesions, the cause of death, and inclusions or exclusions of women from the study during data processing were made without knowledge of the study arm of the subjects under consideration.
Data Processing and Analysis
Forms with data on individual women in the cohort were optically scanned in Shanghai. Data on women who developed breast diseases were key entered into the database, primarily also in Shanghai. All data were sent to Seattle, WA, and edited, and identified errors were returned to Shanghai for correction. All data were ultimately merged into a database for analyses in Seattle.
Individuals within the same factory or group of factories may have similar risk factors or medical care that could influence their breast cancer incidence or mortality. Because the study participants were randomly assigned by factory rather than individually, this possible lack of independence must be taken into account in the statistical analyses (40) . Variation in incidence rates among factories observed in preliminary analyses at baseline (data not shown) was completely accounted for by stratification on hospital of affiliation of the woman's factory at baseline. On the basis of this observation, we stratified the randomization of factories by hospital affiliation. Thus, the formal randomization-based test for intervention effects was similarly stratified on hospital affiliation of factory. Because of the large number of randomized factories and the complete homogeneity of rates among factories with each stratum, the stratified, randomization-based analyses of factory-specific rates would be virtually identical to similarly stratified analyses in which the individual is formally considered the unit of randomization. Therefore, statistical comparisons of the breast cancer mortality and survival in the instruction and control groups were performed as though the women had been individually randomly assigned with stratification on the hospital of affiliation of their factory. In each of these analyses, the assumption of homogeneity of factories within stratum was verified.
Mortality rates were estimated using standard life table methods, with time measured from date of entry into the study.
Women
calculated both from time of entry into the study and from time of diagnosis to death from breast cancer. Active follow-up was complete for all women with breast cancer through the end of the year 2000, including those who left the STIB, and only women who died of other causes were thus censored in these analyses. Survival probabilities were estimated using both life table and Kaplan-Meier (41) methods. Differences in survival between groups were evaluated using the log-rank test (42) , stratifying on hospital affiliation of factory (four strata). Cumulative risk ratios were estimated using Cox proportional hazards models (43) , similarly stratifying on hospital affiliation of factory. For each model, the proportional hazards assumption was evaluated graphically and was judged to hold in these analyses.
Distributions of categorical variables in different groups of women were compared using the chi-square test. Data management and analysis were conducted using SAS Software, version 6.12 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC). All statistical tests were two-sided.
RESULTS
Comparability of Study Groups
The randomization procedure yielded two groups that were similar with respect to risk factors for breast cancer and other variables, as ascertained from the baseline questionnaire ( Table  2 ). The factories in the instruction and control groups were also similar with respect to hospital affiliation, number of employees, and the time of initiation of trial activities (data not shown).
Compliance
A high level of attendance was achieved for the baseline instruction and the first reinforcement session ( Table 3) . The lower attendance level at the second reinforcement session coincided with economic reforms initiated in 1994. Attendance by women in the control group at the concurrent low-back-pain prevention sessions was similar to that for the second reinforcement session at 84.2%. Similarly, attendance at two regularly scheduled supervised BSE sessions remained high through the first 4 years after the baseline instruction and then dropped in year 5. The total number of initial instruction, reinforcement, and supervised BSE sessions that current and retired workers could have attended was 15 and 13, respectively. The mean and median number of sessions actually attended were 12.3 and 13 for the current workers and 11.1 and 12 for the retired workers.
Only 10% of the women in both groups attended fewer than eight sessions. These women tended to be older than average (54.1% >45 years compared with 46.6% of the whole instruction group) but did not differ from the other women with respect to marital status, parity, family history of breast cancer, or use of tobacco or alcohol.
Proficiency
We determined the ability of randomly selected women to find breast lumps in silicone models (Table 4) . Women in the instruction group consistently found a higher proportion of lumps, including both those that were easily palpable (10 mm in diameter, hard, and superficially placed) and those that were more difficult to feel (3 mm, soft, and deeply placed). Among women in the instruction group, lump-detecting ability was greatest immediately after the videos and declined to about the pre-video level in women assessed 1 year later. A similar pattern was not observed in the control group of women.
Women in the instruction group also had greater specificity in lump finding in the silicone models than women in the control group. The percentages of tested women in the instruction and control groups who erroneously reported finding one or more lumps that were not there in each of the six test models were 20.0% versus 33.7%; 16.8% versus 26.3%; 27.2% versus 43.1%; 28.1% versus 41.3%; 21.3% versus 36.0%; and 25.1% versus 39.8%. These percentages are all generated from approximately 1200 women per group, and the differences are all statistically significant (P<.001).
The proportions of sampled women in the instruction group who were observed to correctly perform various aspects of proper BSE technique varied from 66% (firm pressure) to 90% (use of pads of three fingers) before the first video and from 74% (use of a mirror) to 96% (hand over head) after the first video. These measures of competency declined to about pre-video levels in women assessed 1 year later. A similar pattern was ob- served in relation to the second reinforcement session. About one third of the women assessed before the first video, and about two thirds of those assessed before the second video, did not examine the upper peripheral aspects of their breasts, and about one third of the women assessed before both videos did not examine their nipples. Only about one fourth of the women assessed right after the reinforcement sessions did not examine these areas, but the percentage of women tested 1 year later who missed these areas was near that for the women tested before the reinforcement sessions. Almost all women at all assessment sessions examined all other portions of their breasts.
Intermediate Variables
Slightly fewer women in the instruction group than in the control group were diagnosed with breast cancer, but the difference is not statistically significant (P ‫ס‬ .47) ( Table 5 ). With the possible exception of an increase in the detection of probable prevalent cancers in the instruction group during the first 6 months of trial participation, there is no evidence that the diagnoses of the breast cancers in the instruction group were brought forward in time; the numbers of cancers in the two groups are similar for each year of the trial after the first year (Table 6 ). Statistically significantly (P<.001) more women in the instruction group had one or more histologically confirmed benign breast lesions, and these lesions tended to be slightly smaller in the instruction group (47.0%, <2 cm) than in the control group (41.9%, <2 cm). The ratio of total biopsy specimens to histologically diagnosed carcinomas was 4.2 in the instruction group and 2.7 in the control group. This ratio was greater for women in the instruction group than for women in the control group during every year after entry into the trial (Table 6 ). It was highest during the first 6 months of trial participation in both groups. Thereafter, it gradually declined with time through year 6 in the instruction group, but not in the control group. 2 (1990-1992) 81.4 Year 3 (1991 Year 3 ( -1993 78.1 Year 4 (1992 Year 4 ( -1994 73.6 Year 5 (1993 Year 5 ( -1995 48.7
*Includes 82 776 current workers who were scheduled for four sessions and who attended two or more. The percentages of these women who attended all 4, 3, 2, 1, and no sessions were 64.1, 21.9, 7.9, 4.8, and 1.2, respectively.
A higher proportion of breast cancers were diagnosed when in situ (Tis, stage 0) and less than or equal to 2 cm in diameter (T1) by women in the instruction group (3.9% and 44.9%, respectively) than by those in the control group (3.2% and 41.6%, respectively) ( Table 6 ). Although these differences were not statistically significant (P ‫ס‬ .60, chi-square test with four degrees of freedom), such differences were observed during most of the years after entry into the trial. However, these differences are small and may be of limited clinical importance. There was evidence of digit preference, with many lesions recorded as exactly 2.0 cm in diameter. However, when the tumors were classified as less than 1.5 cm, 1.6-2.3 cm, 2.4-3.4 cm, and equal to or greater than 3.5 cm, the differences between malignancies in the two groups were even less than for T1 tumors.
Among women in the instruction group, a slightly higher percentage of those who had attended all BSE instruction, reinforcement, and supervised practice sessions were diagnosed at Tis or T1 than those who attended fewer sessions: 56 (52.3%) of 107 current workers who attended all 15 sessions compared with 78 (45.3%) of 172 current workers who attended 11 or fewer sessions (P ‫ס‬ .67); and 56 (48.7%) of 115 retired workers who attended all 13 sessions compared with 36 (44.4%) of 81 retired workers who attended nine or fewer sessions (P ‫ס‬ .97).
The extent of regional lymph node involvement was similar in the instruction and control groups. The percentages of women with N0, N1, N2, and N3 tumors were 47.0%, 44.4%, 7.6%, and 1.0%, respectively, in the instruction group and 48.3%, 44.1%, 6.7%, and 0.8% in the control group. Among the 797 (92.2%) women with breast cancer in the instruction group and 844 (93.8%) women with breast cancer in the control group with histologically ascertained nodal status, evidence of tumor was found in 314 (39.4%) and 342 (40.5%), respectively. Only 13 (1.5%) and 22 (2.5%) of the cancers in the instruction and control groups, respectively, presented with distant metastases (M1). The TNM Summary Stage (39) of the cancers in the women in the two groups also did not differ: 29.7% of the cancers in both groups presented at stage 0 or I.
Detection and Treatment of Breast Cancer
Information on how the breast cancer was first found was ascertained from 739 women in the instruction group and 748 women in the control group. Only 20 (2.7%) and 27 (3.6%) of the tumors in the two groups, respectively, were initially found by means of a clinical breast examination. In the instruction group, 605 (81.9%) were reported found when practicing BSE. Comparable information was not ascertained from women in the control group; lesions were reported by the remaining 721 (96.4%) women as being found "accidentally" or "by themselves."
The time from initial detection to first medical evaluation occurred within 1 week for 447 (65.0%) of 688 women in the Table 6 . Numbers of histologically diagnosed carcinomas and benign breast biopsy specimens, ratios of the total number of biopsy specimens to carcinomas, and proportions of carcinomas diagnosed as Tis and T1 tumors in women in the instruction and control groups by time since entry into the randomized trial of breast self-examination in Shanghai* *Tumors were classified according to the tumor-node-metastasis (TNM) scheme (38) . †Excluding seven cancers in the instruction group and six cancers in the control group that were clinically diagnosed only. ‡Based on cancers of known T-classification only and excluding 19 cancers in each group with unknown T-classification. instruction group for whom this information was available and for 406 (58.7%) of 692 women in the control group. The time from referral to treatment was almost the same for women in the two groups, with a median of 14 and 13 days, respectively (P ‫ס‬ .48, chi-square test with seven degrees of freedom). Slightly more women with breast cancer in the instruction group than in the control group had breast-conserving surgery (4.4% compared with 2.7%) or a simple mastectomy without (2.8% compared with 2.5%) or with (40.9% compared with 36.6%) axillary lymph nodal dissection, and slightly fewer had radical mastectomies (50.7% compared with 56.7%) (P ‫ס‬ .06, chi-square test with four degrees of freedom). Stratification by stage revealed that these differences were not a result of women in the instruction group having been diagnosed at a slightly less advanced stage than women in the control group. Comparing women in the instruction group with women in the control group, nearly equal proportions of women were treated with radiation (23.7% in each group), hormones or antihormones (predominantly tamoxifen) (84.1% versus 81.9%), chemotherapy with single agents (6.1% versus 7.1%) or combinations of agents (80.0% versus 80.9%), traditional Chinese herbal medicines (30.1% versus 31.3%), and various combinations of treatments. Nearly all women in both groups (93.8%) received systemic therapy with either hormones (predominantly tamoxifen) or chemotherapy or both, in addition to surgery.
Mortality
During the 10 to 11 years of follow-up, 5349 (4.0%) of women in the instruction group and 5939 (4.5%) of the women in the control group died, and 9873 (7.4%) and 9997 (7.5%), respectively, left the STIB. Survival in the two groups at the end of follow-up was 95.2% (95% CI ‫ס‬ 95.1 to 95.3) and 94.9% (95% CI ‫ס‬ 94.7 to 95.0), respectively (P<.001). The number of deaths was greater in the control group than in the instruction group during each year of the trial, whereas the numbers of women who left the STIB were similar each year.
A total of 154 (0.12%) of the women in the instruction group and 158 (0.12%) of those in the control group developed breast cancer and died. The numbers of women judged to have very likely, probably, probably not, and very likely not, died of their disease were 107, 28, 17, and 2 in the instruction group and 103, 28, 25, and 2 in the control group, respectively. These differences are not statistically significant (P ‫ס‬ .67). A total of 135 (0.10%) and 131 (0.10%) in the two groups, respectively, were judged to have either very likely or probably died of their disease, and these are considered the deaths from breast cancer in all subsequent analyses presented. A total of 1 276 611 womanyears were accrued in the instruction group, and 1 286 678 woman-years were accrued in the control group. The cumulative breast cancer mortality rates by year since entry into the trial (Fig. 1) for the women in the two arms of the study are similar: 150.6 versus 120.6 per 100 000 woman-years, respectively (P ‫ס‬ .72, log-rank test). The cumulative risk ratio for women in the instruction group relative to women in the control group is 1.04 (95% CI ‫ס‬ 0.82 to 1.33). The cumulative risk ratio based on all deaths in women with breast cancer was similar (P ‫ס‬ .94, log-rank test). The results are also similar for women of different ages. The cumulative risk ratios, based on deaths from breast cancer, were 1.23 (95% CI ‫ס‬ 0.83 to 1.82) and 0.96 (95% CI ‫ס‬ 0.70 to 1.31) for women aged less than 50 years and 50 years or older at baseline, respectively.
Survival
We assessed survival in women with breast cancer from the time of entry into the trial to eliminate any effect of lead-time bias (Fig. 2, A) . No difference in survival for women in the two arms of the study was detected (P ‫ס‬ .50, log-rank test). There was also no difference in survival from time of diagnosis (P ‫ס‬ .94, log-rank test), clearly demonstrating no increase in lead-time resulting from teaching BSE (Fig. 2, B) . When the analyses were restricted to women who had received systemic treatment with hormones or chemotherapy, the results were very similar. Mortality from breast cancer did not decrease statistically significantly with number of BSE instruction, reinforcement, and supervised BSE sessions attended (data not shown). The cumulative survival rate from entry into the trial was 94.6% (95% CI ‫ס‬ 92.4% to 96.9%) for women with Tis or T1 tumors and 78.1% (95% CI ‫ס‬ 76.9% to 82.1%) for women with more advanced disease (P<.001, log-rank test), which indicates that if teaching BSE had resulted in a sufficiently large shift toward earlier diagnosis, a difference in survival in the two arms of the study would have been observable. 
DISCUSSION
This randomized trial of a massive effort to teach and encourage approximately 133 000 Chinese women to practice BSE did not show a reduction in mortality from breast cancer over a 10-to 11-year period. These results are not likely the result of inadequate duration of the study. Randomized trials of mammography in women of about the same age as those in this investigation (44) showed a reduction in breast cancer mortality rates after about 5 years of follow-up. In addition, our study had 80% power to detect a true reduction in risk of about 30%, which is the level of reduction in risk observed for mammography. Although a smaller reduction could have readily been missed, a reduction of much less than this would have limited clinical value.
There were nearly three times as many exclusions after randomization from the instruction group (2.6%) as there were from the control group (1.0%), presumably because the instruction group women were asked to make a greater commitment to the study than simply completing the baseline questionnaire. However, it is virtually impossible that the mortality rates from breast cancer in the excluded women could have been so extreme that they could have appreciably altered the overall breast cancer mortality rates in the two groups if they had been included.
The two comparison groups were similar in age and prevalence of a variety of risk factors for breast cancer, and a similar proportion (0.5%) of the eligible women in both groups were excluded because they gave a history of breast cancer on the baseline questionnaire. Women in the two groups also worked in factories of similar size and with similar affiliations with various hospitals, thereby ensuring comparability of available diagnostic and treatment facilities.
More women died of causes other than breast cancer in the control group than in the instruction group for reasons that are unknown. Causes of death other than breast cancer were ascertained from records of the STIB Tumor and Death Registry but were not verified. There were no obvious differences in specific causes of death that contributed disproportionately to the overall differences in mortality rates. The differences could therefore be due to under ascertainment of deaths or to a generally healthier lifestyle in the instruction group. If applicable to breast cancer, these possibilities would result in either an under ascertainment of breast cancer deaths in the instruction group of about 10%, or a survival advantage of the same magnitude in the women with breast cancer in that group. Either of these possibilities would have the effect of making BSE seem slightly more efficacious than it actually was, not of obscuring a true beneficial effect of BSE on breast cancer mortality.
Only about 7.5% of the women severed their ties to their factory. Because this percentage is low, and about the same in the two comparison groups, it is unlikely that loss of these women to the full 10 years of follow-up could account for the trial outcome.
Inadequate identification of breast cancers is also not a plausible explanation for the results. Matching of the study cohort to the Shanghai Cancer Registry revealed few missed cancers, and independent reading of histologic slides from women with benign breast disease resulted in few additional cancers being found that had erroneously been classified as benign. Furthermore, the level of under ascertainment of breast cancers estimated from these two activities was similar for the instruction and control groups. In addition, the overall incidence rate of breast cancer was slightly higher in the study cohort than that reported in the Shanghai Cancer Registry. Data from this registry meet internationally accepted criteria for completeness (37) , and our level of case finding appears to be at least as complete as that for the Shanghai Registry.
It is also unlikely that incomplete ascertainment of breast cancer deaths affected the outcome of this trial. All women with benign and malignant breast disease were actively followed up for vital status through the end of the year 2000, and deaths from breast cancer reported to the STIB tumor and death registry were followed back and included as cancers in the study if they were found to have been previously missed.
A spurious increase in the relative risk of dying from breast cancer that might have obscured a true beneficial effect of BSE on breast cancer mortality could have occurred if more deaths from breast cancer were erroneously ascribed to other causes in the missed cases in the control group than in the missed cases in the instruction group. This is also an unlikely explanation for our results. We estimated that only about 35 invasive cancers were missed (15 not found and 20 erroneously diagnosed as a benign condition). Furthermore, these missed cancers were equally distributed between the two arms of the study. Even under the unlikely assumptions that half of the missed cancers in the control group died, that all of these deaths were erroneously coded as dying of something other than breast cancer, and that the missed cancers in the instruction group all lived, this would add just nine breast cancer deaths to the 131 observed in the control group, reducing the observed relative risk of dying of breast cancer from 1.04 to about 1.
Breast cancer screening in the control women also cannot explain the results. No mammographic screening was available to women in the study population, and the level of clinical breast examination activity was low, with few women in either group having had their cancer detected by this means. By randomizing on factory, contact between women in the two arms of the study was minimized, and the women in the control group were not subjected to the reminder posters or other activities in the instruction group factories. The number of women in the control group who transferred into an instruction group factory was small, and their transfer occurred largely after most activities to encourage BSE had ceased. Over half the women in the control group presented with tumors more than 2 cm in diameter and with involvement of axillary lymph nodes. Because BSE instruction emphasizes detection of small, localized tumors, women in the control group were not bringing their cancer to medical attention when small and confined to the breast with such frequency that successful screening could not have effected an improvement in extent of disease at diagnosis.
The results of testing random samples of women on their ability to detect breast lumps in silicone models provided objective evidence that the instruction enhanced both the sensitivity and specificity of a woman's ability to identify lumps. Direct observation of a sample of the women in the instruction group while they were practicing BSE indicated that they had adequate technique and good coverage of most areas of the breast. However, these measures of proficiency were more favorable soon after reinforcement sessions than they were 1 year later, suggesting some decline in skill level with time (although their BSE skills were still greater than those of women in the control group). Whether the residual level of skill was sufficient to effect a decline in mortality with sufficiently frequent BSE practice is conjectural, but it is clear that the teaching program did enhance the overall skill level in the instruction group.
We have objective evidence that, during the first 4-5 years of the trial, the women practiced BSE under the supervision of medical workers an average of 12 times, or roughly every 4-5 months. Although women were strongly urged to practice BSE monthly on their own, the frequency of practice outside the clinic setting is unknown. An attempt was made to ask a sample of women how frequently they practiced BSE, but the responses were uniformly "monthly" and hence not considered reliable. It can, however, be concluded with certainty that practicing BSE a minimum of every 5 months for 4-5 years did not have an effect on breast cancer mortality.
The women in the instruction group detected more benign breast lesions than women in the control group did during every year of the trial, and the lesions detected were of slightly smaller size, suggesting that the teaching of BSE did enhance the women's level of awareness and ability to find lumps in their own breasts. In addition, a slightly higher percentage of breast cancers in the instruction group than in the control group were diagnosed when they were in situ (Tis) or no more than 2 cm in diameter (T1), and diagnosis of tumors at these early stages was weakly associated with level of attendance at study activity sessions. Furthermore, a high proportion of women in the instruction group reported that they had found their breast cancer as a result of practicing BSE, and they sought medical attention after detecting their tumor in somewhat less time than did women in the control group. However, in spite of these apparent successes of the BSE teaching program, as many cancers in the instruction group as in the control group were diagnosed with axillary lymph nodal metastases. There is also no evidence that the diagnosis was brought forward in time by teaching BSE: the number of cases that occurred in the two groups was similar during all years of the trial (except for the first 6 months, when a few more, presumably prevalent cases, were diagnosed in the instruction group), and survival time from diagnoses was similar in the two groups, indicating the absence of a lead-time resulting from BSE screening.
Most women with breast cancer received surgery that was as extensive as or more extensive than women in many countries more economically advanced than China, and nearly all of the women in both groups additionally received systemic treatment with hormones or chemotherapy. Furthermore, there was no difference in survival from breast cancer between women in the instruction and control groups who had received these systemic treatments. Inadequate treatment is thus not a likely explanation for the absence of a beneficial effect of BSE on breast cancer mortality or survival.
It thus seems reasonable to conclude that a reduction in deaths from breast cancer was most likely not observed in this trial because the teaching of BSE did not result in breast cancer being diagnosed at a sufficiently less advanced stage of progression for appropriate therapy to have altered the course of the disease. Consequently, in developing countries, where mammographic screening is not available, it would not seem to be a good use of the limited funds available for preventive services to promote the practice of BSE. Although we do not know the level of BSE practiced by women in this trial outside the supervised sessions, the high level of attendance at most program activities, the ability to post reminders in showers and other conspicuous areas in the factories, and the availability of facilities for BSE practice in the factories, suggest that the level of BSE activity achieved by the women in this trial was as high as one could reasonably expect in a mass program directed at a large general population of women. It is unlikely that routine public health programs in developing countries could achieve this level of intensity, and a lower level of instruction and encouragement would almost certainly have no meaningful impact on breast cancer mortality rates. Furthermore, the results of this trial show that such programs would result in an increased rate of benign breast biopsies, further burdening the health care system.
For women in more developed countries with access to mammographic screening, the results of this trial should serve to emphasize that BSE is not a substitute for regular screening by mammography. The implications of our results for women who do have periodic mammograms are unclear. This was a trial of the teaching of BSE, not of the practice of BSE. It should not be inferred from the results of this study that there would be no reduction in risk of dying from breast cancer if women practiced BSE competently and frequently. It is possible that highly motivated women could be taught to detect cancers that develop between regular screenings, and that the diligent practice of BSE would enhance the benefit of a screening program. It would be useful to conduct a randomized trial in which all women receive regular mammographic examinations and half are randomly allocated to also receive intensive instruction in BSE. Observational studies have shown tumor size at diagnosis to be inversely associated with the frequency of BSE practice (10, 11, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) , suggesting that if proficient, sustained BSE practice could be achieved, such a trial might show a beneficial effect of BSE on breast cancer mortality. It is, however, unlikely that the level of BSE activity necessary to effect a change in breast cancer mortality could be achieved in a general population of women. The trial would have to be conducted in highly motivated individuals. Until such a trial is conducted, there is no reason to discourage women who choose to practice BSE from doing so. However, it should be emphasized to such women that they must practice BSE regularly and with a high degree of proficiency. They should also be informed that if they do this, they have an increased chance of having a breast biopsy that does not reveal a cancer and that it is not known whether practicing BSE to detect interval cancers that develop between mammographic screenings will reduce a woman's chance of dying from breast cancer.
